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What we will cover today

1 Scene setting from a scientific and policy perspective (15 min)

2. Innovative approaches to data sharing (35 min)  

3. IoT and decentralised architectures (25 min) 

4. The social and organisational dimensions of data (35 min)

5. Wrap-up and next steps (10 min)    



Scene setting from a scientific 
and policy perspective
Speakers: Alexander KOTSEV, 
European Commission, JRC
Carlos GRANELL, 
Universitat Jaume I, Spain 



Results

▪ JRC Technical Report

▪ GitHub repositories with data and code



Scene setting – Policy perspective

▪ Digital transformation and data are pervasive and horizontal to all top
priorities on the European political agenda on all levels of governance
(European, national, regional, city)

▪ French presidency priorities:

▪ Europe's sovereignty

▪ Climate, Social and Digital transition

▪ Europe for 2030



European strategy for data

▪ Envisions the creation of a European single
market for data.

▪ Highlights the problems to address:
▪ data availability (licensing), sharing, interoperability,

quality, governance, infrastructure & technologies,
privacy, skills & data literacy, cybersecurity

▪ Envisages the establishment of:
▪ Common EU data space based on sectoral data

spaces

▪ Legal initiatives in the making

▪ Emphasis is put on approaches that work in
practice

▪ No concrete technological approaches are
put forward.



Scene setting – Scientific 
perspective

▪ Report subtitle reflects the scientific perspective and approach

“Sandbox experiments on the governance of data and technology”

▪ Context: Governance of data and technology

▪ Approach: “Pool of experts”

▪ Research: Sandboxing







Resources

Reinforce critical digital capacities on AI, 
cybersecurity, advanced computing, data 
infrastructure, governance and processing



The pool of experts – Approach 

▪ Overall scope: for the given challenge & research question to address

▪ People with different and complementary expertise

▪ understand the state-of-the-art

▪ identify & select promising use cases likely to provide actionable insights that can help
make the European data strategy a reality

▪ design and run experiments (sandboxing)

▪ translate lessons learnt into recommendations for future research



Sandboxing

▪ One chapter = one experiment

▪ Contained experiments to safely explore a particular research question:

▪ Data is central (Data Spaces)

▪ Code and models too

▪ Agile approaches (technical, organisational)

▪ Participatory approaches (co-creation, co-design)

▪ Allow learn & reflect before rolling out recommendations and lessons learnt
widely



Sandboxing experiments - Data 
Spaces

▪ Technologies and tools (governance of data)

▪ Data sharing through binary serialization

▪ Event-based data processing

▪ Data processing on the edge

▪ Cloud-based storing and deployment

▪ Data integration

▪ Socio-technical understanding (governance with data)

▪ Public-private collaboration and governance for data supply

▪ Understanding demand of analytics for data-driven public services

▪ Local perspective of previous experiments



Our fellowship



Who is who?



Innovative approaches to data 
sharing 
Moderator: Marco MINGHINI, 
European Commission, JRC
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Speakers

Science and policy takeaways

• Combining public sector and citizen-generated data - the case of addresses,
Alessandro SARRETTA, National Research Council, Italy

• Binary serialisation for static and dynamic data,
Peter MOONEY, Maynooth University, Ireland 

• Enforcing automation in building, testing and deployment of software 
applications – the case of cloud-based data services, 
Just VAN DEN BROECKE, OSGeo.nl, The Netherlands

• Seth VAN HOOLAND, European Commission, DG DIGIT



Combined use of public sector and citizen-
generated data 
– the case of addresses

Alessandro Sarretta, National Research Council, Italy



Aim of the study

▪ Zoom on the domain of geospatial data and consider OpenStreetMap
(OSM) as the most popular source of citizen-generated data.

▪ Goal: investigating enablers & barriers of integrating OSM with authoritative
data from EU National Mapping Agencies, with a focus on:

▪ the production of integrated datasets (not only comparison/OSM quality assessment)

▪ the national level (in contrast to literature)

▪ Output: deriving recommendations on technical, semantic, organisational and
legal interoperability to support the establishment of data spaces.



Data sources

• Dutch cadastre of addresses and buildings -
BAG (Basisregistratie Adressen en Gebouwen)

• official national dataset

• open data (CC-BY 4.0 licence)

• complex XML format, non-INSPIRE compliant

• bulk download of processed dataset

• National Land Survey of Finland (NLS)

• official national dataset

• open data (CC-BY 4.0 licence)

• INSPIRE compliant with Addresses data 
theme

• OGC API Features

• OpenStreetMap (OSM)
• worldwide collaborative 

project
• open data (ODbL licence)
• simple flat data model using 

tags
• bulk download of the full 

planet



Data model integration

NLS
Based on the INSPIRE UML data model for Addresses 
data theme

OSM
Simple “flat” model using tags (keys and values)

https://inspire.ec.europa.eu/Themes/79/2892


Integration process

• Step by step 
reproducible 
workflow

• Implementation 
through FOSS4G: 
QGIS Graphical 
Modeler

• GitHub repository

https://github.com/MarcoMinghini/INSPIRE-OSM/tree/master/2021%20JRC%20research%20on%20OSM-authoritative%20data%20integration


Results

▪ Uneven geographical distribution
of OSM data in relation to differences at
national level (community size and
organization, imports)

▪ Different availability (format,
services, policy) of authoritative data

▪ High density of OSM data mainly in
urban areas: high population density →
more mappers → more updates

▪ Authoritative data is the reference, but
in specific cases OSM adds details



Interviews with experts and 
stakeholders

▪ licence incompatibility important barrier in fully reusing and collaborating
with OSM data

▪ specific topics (e.g. hydrography, buildings, directions) of interest to add
additional information through OSM data

▪ interest also in OSM tools and technology both for editing data and allow
citizen to contribute

▪ comparison of relative completeness between authoritative/OSM can
activate actions to improve both datasets

▪ citizens should be able to easily access and use authoritative data: a key
means to allow people to use that data would be to include it in a global, open
and widely used project and database such as OpenStreetMap.

on recent experiences in using OSM together with authoritative data



Conclusions & next steps

▪ any data integration process should be carefully prepared

▪ from a technical perspective, the integration between the OSM and NLS address
datasets is feasible (e.g through simple FOSS4G tools) and could improve both
datasets

▪ national specificities (in addition to OSM dishomogeneity) can complicate
integration: INSPIRE interoperability can ease the application in other countries

▪ Licences incompatibility is a major problem for two-ways exchange of information
between NMAs and OpenStreetMap

▪ OSM is becoming a richer and more complex ecosystem (citizen, volunteers,
governments, private/business companies): this has to be tackled and managed

▪ First step for wider discussion on permanent collaboration between institutional
mapping agencies and OpenStreetMap

▪ Other citizen-generated data could add more and different benefits for society and
economy and support various EU data spaces



Thank you for your attention!

alessandro.sarretta@gmail.com



Binary serialisation for static and dynamic 
data

Peter Mooney, Maynooth University, Ireland 



The practicalities of (geo)data 
exchange

● Client tools

–

–

– Delayed response  

Loading large responses

Long times: Extracting,  

transforming, processing  

large responses

RESPONSE

REQUEST

● Server

–

–

Preparation of 

complex  responses 

(query times)

High traffic, network  

bandwidth (uncontrollable)

● Server

–

–

–

Recieves request

Prepares response

Send response (JSON,

XML,  csv, SHP, etc)

● Client tools

–

–

– Load response  

Extract or Transform  

Process: Visualise,

analyse,  integrate, etc.

(Geo)data SERVER – with API

CLIENT(S) – with software



Research Question

▪ Not just “time vrs space” analysis of binaryvrs JSON/XML serialization
approaches

▪ Focus on interoperability, usability, scalability, Open source, open approaches

▪ Investigate conditions where binary serialization could replace or
compliment the ‘de-factor’ standards (JSON, XML, and so on...)

▪ Google Protocol Buffers, Apache Avro

Can binary data serialization provide  a realistic alternative to geolocation data exchange in  ‘defacto’ 
standards such as XML or JSON data formats?



Experimental setup – Data

● Experiment 1

–

– A “large” static GIS

dataset – Dr. Alessandro

Sarretta’s project (Chapter 6)

POINT Geometry

– NLS Finland +

OpenStreetMap

–

–

addresses  1.9M

features  GPKG

file

● Experiment 2

–

–

–

–

–

An API (OGC

Sensor Things API)

– Dr. S imon J irka’s   

project (Chaper 7)

POINT Geometry

Aeroplane tracking  

20,000 features  

JSON response

● Experiment 1a

–

–

– A static GIS dataset

POINT Geometry

Randomly generated  

data (same attribute names   and  

types as original)

–

–

– 20,000 features  

GPKG file

For reproducibility 

purposes



Experimental Setup - Workflow



Experimental Setup - Software

Software setup

●

● Fully reproducible code

(GitHub)

No “hacks”
●

●

Use open source and widely  

supported Python libraries  

only

Interoperable



Experimental Setup – Schemas
(Exp 1,1a)



Results – Experiment 1 & 1a



Results – Experiment 2



Results Discussion (quantitative)

●

●

●

Exp1 – no major t iming differences observed

Exp1a – simil iar  to Exp1, no signif icant differences

Exp2 – Serial isation to Binary 3.6 t imes faster than  

serial ization to GeoJSON

●

●

●

• Exp1 Binary files 2 0 % smaller than GPKG, 6 3 % smaller  

than GeoJSON

• Exp1a Binary files 2 6 % smaller than GPKG, 5 4 % smaller  

than GeoJSON

• Exp2 Binary files 4 0 % smaller than GeoJSON



Results Discussion (Practicalities)

▪ Binary data – schemas always required for (de)- serialization (+PROTOC
class for Protobuf). Apache Avro – no class compilation required

▪ Binary files will require specialist code generation for query/search –
many libraries provide this for JSON, GeoJSON, XML, etc...

▪ Vendor lock-in avoided, good programming language support overall –
However, specialist knowledge required

▪ Schemas will require updates if underlying data models change. This
could be problematic.



Overall, lessons learned and  
takeaway messages

▪ It still remains a challenge to measure and understand “success” in
regards to the possible replacement of existing ‘de-facto’ standards with binary
data serialization

▪ Obvious and quantifiable performance advantages with binary data
serialization

▪ However, overheads remains which could impede wider  adoption include 
– schema updating, specialist  knowledge, small worldwide user community, etc.

▪ More spatial or location-data specific experimentation required in
future work.



With many thanks for watching  
and listening

Peter Mooney (IE)  
Email: peter.mooney@mu.ie



Enforcing Automation in Building, Testing 
and Deployment of Software Applications 
– the case of cloud-based data services -

Just van den Broecke , OSGeo.nl, The Netherlands



Problem Statement

• Select: suitable (API) (geo)data sharing standard(s) 
—> new OGC APIs like Features

• Select: 
software products for OAFeat data sharing stack

• How to: 
realize reliable “Cloud Deployment”?



Geonovum - OGC API Testbed
for OGC API Features



Cloud Deployment: 
GitOps in a Nutshell

==> Git ==> “Cloud”

Push
Software &
Config
Changes

Build
Test
Deploy

https://www.gitops.tech/ 



GitOps - Realization



Conclusions & Recommendations

▪ GitOps: 
very viable CI/CD data services deployment strategy

▪ Start with lightweight GitOps
using GitHub+Ansible+Docker

▪ Ultimately go for Kubernetes deployment 
using GitOps



ISA2

Science and policy takeaways

• Seth VAN HOOLAND, European Commission, DG DIGIT



IoT and decentralised 
architectures
Moderator: Alexander KOTSEV, 
European Commission, JRC
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Speakers

Science and policy takeaways

• Processing data close to its origin - edge computing on IoT devices, 
Frank OSTERMANN, University of Twente, The Netherlands

• Event-driven architectures for data exchange,
Simon JIRKA, Matthes RIEKE, 52°North Spatial Information Research 
GmbH, Germany

• Andrea HALMOS, European Commission, DG CNECT



Edge computing on IoT devices:
Privacy-preserving detection of 

noise pollution

Frank Ostermann, University of Twente



Concerns of data-driven 
innovation

What a citizen might want:

▪ Transparency

▪ Security

▪ Privacy

▪ Accountability

▪ Control

What we have:

▪ Data economy relying constant collection,
repackaging, and reselling of private data

▪ Uninformed consent

▪ Take it or leave it approach to using apps
that collect private data

▪ Black-box algorithms in recommender and
decision-making systems

▪ Evasion of jurisdiction through
multinational/global companies

-> Efforts by EU to provide the above -> Internet of Things adding to security issues



What is edge computing?

▪ Concerns network topology of distributed computing resources

▪ Although network bandwidth increases, so does data volume (video streaming, high-resolution
remote and in-situ sensors) and requirements on latency (autonomous driving)

▪ Edge computing moves (intermediary) storage of data and computing resources closer to the
edge of the network to reduce latency and bandwidth

▪ Internet of Things can be seen as one instantiation of an edge computing network topology

-> if no data leaves the edge node, this helps to preserve privacy of end-users and increases their control
over personal data

-> this implies data analysis on the edge node

-> if using open-source libraries, this improves transparency and security



Arduino Nano 33 BLE Sense
running a 
Tensorflow Lite artificial neural network
detects and reports events

Raspberry Pi4B
receives event reports,
compares them with other 
reports, and publishes them 
on the internet

Bluetooth
Low Energy

Edge computing offers new 
opportunities



Noise pollution affects health…



…but is difficult to measure

▪ Usually measured as volume (decibels), but this is insufficient

▪ Constant background noise (e.g., flowing traffic) vs irregular, more disturbing noise peaks (e.g.,
car horns, airplanes passing over, …)

▪ Subjective values influencing noise impact (are children playing outside uplifting or irritating?)

▪ Diffusion of sound highly dependent on urban morphology details (surface type and shape)

▪ Constant recording of sound intrudes privacy, and requires power source and network
bandwidth

-> enter machine learning on IoT devices



Workflow of experiments



Main program logic 



Results

Five models trained and tested:

1. Car horn and siren, with background noise (initial model).

2. Airplane, car horn, helicopter, siren, and train, without and with background noise added.

3. Airplane and siren, with background noise.

4. Helicopter and siren, with background noise.

5. Car horn, helicopter, and siren, without background noise.

Metric/Label Silence Unknown Helicopter Siren

Sample n 12 12 24 24
Precision 0.92 0.80 0.85 1.00
Recall 0.92 0.67 0.92 1.00
F1-Score 0.92 0.72 0.88 1.00
FDR 0.08 0.20 0.13 0.00

Metrics for #4

Overall accuracy:
0.90



Lessons learned

▪ Some traffic events are more difficult to detect than others (e.g., airplanes)

▪ Adding background noise improves performance for detecting some noise classes.

▪ Even very low false discovery rates will cause many false alarms over time because of the
high-frequency inference; this could be controlled somewhat by a longer suppression window.

▪ For the same reason above, high false discovery rates for unknown can decrease real-life
performance because of blocking the inference.

▪ The deployed model performs worse in the lab than during computational training validation,
possibly due to microphone issues (using sub-standard loudspeakers that can only reproduce an
incomplete spectrum are also likely to cause issues).

▪ BUT: all of these issues can be addressed with further development (new training data,
tweaking model parameters, cascading design, adding more sophisticated responder logic, …), and
many other use cases are possible (biodiversity, infrastructure safety, …)



Thank you for your attention!

If you have any questions, please send me an e-mail: 
f.o.ostermann@utwente.nl

mailto:f.o.ostermann@utwente.nl


Event-driven architectures for data exchange

Simon JIRKA (jirka@52north.org) and 
Matthes RIEKE (m.rieke@52north.org) 



Motivation and Research 
Questions

▪ The traditional request-response approach for
data exchange is not always optimal

▪ May generate excessive traffic

▪ Problematic for networks with high latency

▪ Many use cases involving IoT devices do not actually
require the sharing of each observation/measurement

▪ Subscription-based architectures as alternative

▪ When to use push-based communication?

▪ Do push protocols substitute or complement existing
infrastructures?



Experiment Design

▪ Requirements

▪ Dynamic data

▪ Update frequency

▪ Real-world data

▪ Experimentation with ADS-B data

▪ Flight tracking

▪ Raspberry PI as receiving station

▪ MQTT-based data transmission

▪ Comparison with pull-interface:
OGC SensorThings API



Evaluation Approach

▪ Criteria

▪ Server load for answering the incoming requests/pushing data on the existing subscriptions

▪ Number of requests

▪ Number of requests that result in new information

▪ Data volume transferred

▪ Influencing variables

▪ Number of tracked aircrafts

▪ For pull-based access: time interval for checking for data updates



Evaluation Server Load

Pull-based Push-based



Evaluation Pull-based Access



Conclusions

▪ Push-based access is recommended in case of

▪ Data streams with an irregular, non-predictable update frequency

▪ Large number of data streams which are not all continuously updated

▪ Data updates that shall be delivery with a low latency

▪ Pull-based access is recommended in case of

▪ Access to subsets of data archives

▪ Download of complete, pre-defined data sets

▪ Retrieval of data in pre-defined, fixed time intervals

▪ Push- and Pull-based data access are complementary

▪ Push-based data delivery has the potential to become a valuable extension for data
infrastructures



Thank you for your attention!

Simon Jirka (jirka@52north.org)

Matthes Rieke (m.rieke@52north.org) 



ISA2

Science and policy takeaways

• Andrea HALMOS, European Commission, DG CNECT



The social and organisational 
dimensions of data
Moderator: Sven SCHADE, 
European Commission, JRC
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Science and policy takeaways

• Addressing public-private partnership for data supply – data collaboratives for 
air quality in cities,                                                                                              
Stefaan VERHULST, The GovLab, New York University, US

• Understanding demand for data-driven innovation in the public sector – the 
case of algorithmic processes, 
Lina DENCIK, Cardiff University, UK and  Marina MICHELI, European Commission, JRC

• Aligning EU-level policies and local practices in the advent of European data 
spaces,
Hillen OOST, Association of Dutch Municipalities / Futura Nova.eu, The Netherlands

• Federica BORDELOT, Eurocities



Data collaboratives for air quality in cities
Addressing Public-Private Partnerships for Data Supply

Stefaan Verhulst



Air pollution in cities

▪ Cities are a major source of air
pollution, putting communities at risk.

▪ In 2018, 379,000 premature
deaths in Europe were a result of air
pollution (European Environment
Agency, 2020).

▪ To steer targeted interventions, there
is need for smart data.

Photo by Matej from Pexels



Air pollution & IoT

▪ Emerging market for Internet of
Things-enabled air quality sensors

▪ real-time, reliable data;

▪ monitor various types of air pollutants;

▪ can also collect atmospheric and
meteorological data, ambient noise
levels, and sound vibrations.

▪ Challenge: Access and Use

https://croydon.digital/2020/01/20/one-year-on-
croydons-internet-of-things-air-quality-project/



Data collaboratives

Data Collaboratives for Accessing 
Air Quality Data

▪ Precise and Accurate Decision Making 

▪ Informed Research, Prediction, and 
Forecasting

▪ Data-Driven Monitoring and 
Evaluation 

▪ Collaborative Multi-Stakeholder 
Culture

https://datacollaboratives.org/



Data collaboratives

Challenges of IoT Data Collaboratives

▪ Cost and scaling-up

▪ Lack of interoperability / Fragmentation

▪ Quality and Choice 

▪ Inclusive Governance and Transparency

https://datacollaboratives.org/



Toward a canvas for data 
collaboration



Toward a canvas for data 
collaboration



Canvas

Enables

▪ Rapid Co-Design

▪ Gap Assessment

▪ Evaluation and comparison of 
existing efforts

https://datacollaboratives.org/



Recommendations

Developing A common IoT Governance Framework

• Consensus on open data policies, transparency requirements, and
accountability mechanism

Building Capacity

• Training policymakers and civil servants to deploy better data collaboratives

Establishing Data Stewards

• Create positions of Data Stewards who coordinate reuse of air quality data

Engaging Citizens

• Encourage citizens to co-create IoT data through transparent communication

Increase Research and Finetune Canvas

• More robust research initiatives focused on IoT data for air quality





Understanding demand for data-driven 
innovation in the public sector 
– the case of algorithmic processes 

• Marina Micheli (JRC) chapter by

• Prof. Lina Dencik, Cardiff University & Data Justice Lab



Objective of the chapter

▪ Understand the social demand for data-driven innovation

▪ Drivers

▪ Implementation

▪ Values

▪ Review methods for empirical research on data-driven innovation

The social dimensions of the demand for data-driven innovation (DDI) and how to study them 



Demand for data-driven 
innovation: social dimensions

The example of algorithmic processes in public sector organisations

Drivers Implementation Values

Decision making: improved 
thanks to autonomous agents 
and assistance tools

Clashes btw managers and 
frontline workers that respond 
with “buffering strategies” 
(Christin, 2017)

Trade-offs between different moral 
repertoires and plurality of 
conceptualisations of common good to be 
achieved with DDI

Efficiency: better distribution 
of resources (‘new data 
analytics’) 

Gaming / ignoring the system
when counsellors felt it 
contradicts obligations to engage 
with clients (Zejnilovic et al., 
2020)

‘Dataism’ (van Dijck, 2014) might lead to
focus on the individual (behaviours, 
characteristics), instead of collective and 
structures

Prediction: better calculation 
of risks (‘proactive 
governance’) 

Strikes of caseworkers concerned 
about implications of automated 
decision making (Bjorklund, 
2018)

Positive dispositions towards systems 
working with big volumes of data, despite 
proofs of efficiency (Zejnilovic et al., 
2020)

Public interest: using data 
for good (but also fostering 
private sector growth) 

Tensions between expectations 
and operational challenges in the 
implementation of DDI (van 
Zoonen, 2020)

National funding schemes, policy reforms 
and other “top-down pressures” for data-
driven innovation (Jansen, forthcoming)



A multi-method approach to 
research DDI

▪ Freedom of Information Requests: to provide context about data analytics and
algorithmic decision-making systems adopted by city councils and local authorities (40%
of responses had “complications” due to sensitivity or logistics).

▪ Computational methods (e.g. scraping government websites): to identify specific
areas of demands and key strategic publications as a starting point for more in-depth
research.

▪ Document analysis: to analyse articulation of demand, policy priorities and
institutional contexts.

▪ Survey with practitioners: to provide good overview of spreading of tech, reasons for
uptake, barriers and impacts (can be limited because of low response rates)

▪ Qualitative interviews: most prominent method often at the core of triangulations,
deeper understanding of demands, frictions, experiences, cultural clashes, perspectives of
different actors and how they are situated in relation to DDI.



Main outcomes & future works

▪ Increase uptake of automated decision tools to delivery public services

▪ Most research on the supply side, lack of empirical research on the social
demand and acceptance

▪ There might be tensions in the demand for data driven innovation at different
levels in public sector organisations

▪ Studying social aspects of DDI requires a combination of methods in order
to capture demands of different stakeholders, including conflicts and
contradictions





Research objective & scope

Objectives

• Identify strategic angles and key
enablers for local uptake based
on findings by cities, regions and
municipalities

• Brief exploration of the local
playing field in Europe and key
issues related to alignment of
policies and practices

The advent of the European Data Spaces is taken
as a frame of reference to provide a concrete
context for exploring local uptake of research
output

Market 
consolidation

Cloud uptake
Sovereignty & 

Security

Data Spaces
Macro-economic 

Cloud-related 
Trends in Europe

Emerging 
Technology

Data Volume Edge computing Energy Efficiency

Macro-economic cloud-related trends in Europe



Understanding the local playing 
field in Europe 

• The need for a local perspective:
testbed for innovations, daily life-
involvement, cross-domain policy
relevance, multifaceted data-roles

• The importance of active
participation: balancing push (EU-
legislation) & pull (societal benefits)
for local authorities

• Barriers to investments: regulatory
uncertainty and lengthy process,
limited funds and technical capacity

• Lack of agility and interoperability &
different cross-border
interpretations: importance of
collaboration and data exchange will
only increase

Barriers to investments for municipalities (EIB Municipalities Survey 2020)*

Source: European Investment Bank, ‘The state of local infrastructure investment in Europe’, EIB Municipalities Survey 2020

* Barrier indicated by % of respondents per EU-region (left cluster) / size in quartiles of population size (right cluster)

https://www.eib.org/publications/the-state-of-local-infrastructure-investment-in-europe


Strategic angle #1

• Include cloud-portability mechanisms in 
migration strategies to mitigate vendor lock-
ins and increase agility in the digital 
infrastructure;

• Ensure the availability of necessary 
requirements, e.g. supporting infrastructure 
and harmonised contractual agreements, on 
both client and provider side, for actual 
implementation of these mechanisms;

• Facilitate cloud-portability by collective 
procurement of Infrastructure-as-a-Service-
provisions, in regional/national and international 
collaborations;

• Invest in knowledge of / access to expertise 
regarding container virtualization to prepare 
the digital infrastructure for increased agility in 
deploying digital solutions to meet changing 
demands.

Harmonize infrastructural agility and stability through Cloud-portability

“A context characterized by an increasing 
speed of technological developments 
combined with regulatory uncertainty, 
drives the need for infrastructural 
agility.”

Supporting 
Infrastructure

Contractual 
Alignment

Portability 
Mechanisms

Cloud-portability

Key enablers for local uptake:



Strategic angle #2

• Create a digital agenda identifying local 
themes or issues that benefit from data-driven 
solutions and its required architecture for optimal 
data-processing;

• Embed considerations for energy efficiency in 
local policy and digital strategies, linking the green 
and digital agendas;

• Include criteria and specifications for energy 
efficiency into procurement criteria for digital 
solutions and (Cloud-) infrastructures;

• Organize collective procurement schemes for 
streamlining the acquisition process and 
creating higher-volume impact.

Align green and digital through (energy) efficiency in data processing 

“With the digital and green transition 
both high on the European agenda, 
energy efficiency in relation to data 
usage has become a combined effort.” 

Key enablers for local uptake:

Thematic Digital Agenda

Embed green in digital strategy

Energy-efficient procurement

Collective acquisition schemes



Strategic angle #3

• Formulate public values and desired societal 
impact, to help balance the tech-push with social 
demand and to focus related efforts;

• Integrate the digital transition into the local 
political agenda and make topics related to this 
theme into boardroom decisions;

• Organize at least minimum capacity for local 
participation in data collaboratives; e.g. agenda 
setting, project- and contract management, 
community building;

• Prepare the local digital infrastructure and 
datasets for data collaborations using open 
standards and technologies, allowing for data 
exchange in support of solving societal challenges 
and business-2-government collaborations.

Optimize societal benefits and stakeholder engagement by balancing demand & supply 

“Validating the added value and actual 
benefits of a data-driven solution, and 
understanding where it derives from, can 
help decide the optimal approach and 
target investments accordingly.”

Key enablers for local uptake:

Boardroom Decision

Standardized 
Datasets

Participation 
Capacity

Desired 
Impact + 

values



Strategic angle #4

• Invest in interoperability from the inception 
stage of future datasets, by integrating standards 
and mechanisms for interoperability into the design 
specifications (semantic, legal, technological and 
organizational);

• Develop a data-quality strategy to upgrade or 
migrate existing local datasets to match current 
open standards for interoperability, targeting those 
affected by European regulations first (i.e. Single 
Digital Gateway Regulation);

• Organize efforts for implementing interoperability 
collectively, by setting requirements at the EU-
level, and taking actions for implementation at the 
regional or national level where possible rather than 
individually commissioning required customizations 
at the local level;

• Digitalize existing paper archives and manual 
processes prioritizing those that will free up 
capacity for personal service delivery to citizens 
and will help solve societal challenges benefitting 
from data analyses..

Enhance data usability and availability through mechanisms for interoperability 

“The advent of the European data spaces 
brings along an increased necessity for 
the reliable exchange of and access to 
data.”

Key enablers for local uptake:

Data-quality 
strategy

EU-level 
interoperability 
specifications

Existing
Datasets

Future
Datasets



Strategic angle #5

• Participate in platforms exploring trends and 
anticipated changes in standards and 
technologies, bringing legislators, developers and 
operational experts together from different levels of 
government and various stakeholders;

• Create local capacity for testing new 
technologies, by functioning as a testbed or by 
validating future scalability of novel approaches, 
including manpower and an agile digital 
infrastructure;

• Build alliances with regionally or thematically 
related stakeholders to gain understanding of 
changing demands and impact of policies, aimed at 
identifying enabling factors;

• Strengthen regional alliances with data 
collaboratives for knowledge creation and 
transfer, policy monitoring and evaluation, decision 
making and forecasting.

Facilitate collaboration through continuous alignment of trends, practices and policy 

“European data spaces will fulfil their 
role of providing valuable data to face 
the challenges of our time in a dynamic 
context of emerging technologies and 
changing needs.”

Key enablers for local uptake:



Conclusions

“A continuous exploratory dialogue to bridge the gap between trends, 
EU-policy developments and local practices, is essential to make Europe, 

with its cities, regions and municipalities, fit for the digital age.“

Let’s start the Dialogue!
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Science and policy takeaways

• Federica BORDELOT, Eurocities



Wrap-up and next steps
Moderator: Carlos GRANELL, 
Universitat Jaume I, Spain



Wrap-up

▪ JRC Technical Report
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Stay tuned

@eu_location

eu-location@ec.europa.eu

Join the ELISE community in JoinUp

ELISE channel

https://twitter.com/eulocation
mailto:eulocation@ec.europa.eu
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/collection/elise-european-location-interoperability-solutions-e-government/document/report-role-spatial-data-infrastructures-digital-government-transformation-public-administrations
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCGDfmutw18fuxntkK0gsvjg
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCGDfmutw18fuxntkK0gsvjg
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Unless otherwise noted the reuse of this presentation is authorised under the CC BY 4.0 license.

Thank you


